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Pfizer Holds Number One Spot And Takeda Breaks The Top 10

Executive Summary
Takeda’s acquisition of Shire fueled the company 
into a top 10 pharma company in the latest Scrip 
100 rankings, as other mega-mergers are set to 
shape the leaderboard in the future.

 

Takeda Pharmaceuticals International GmbH grew 
into a top 10 pharmaceutical company for the 
first time in 2019 in a sign of how drug developers 
often rely on M&A to fuel game-changing growth. 
The company ranked as the number nine 
pharmaceutical player in the world in the Scrip 
100 rankings, based on 2019 pharmaceutical 
revenues of $30.19bn, moving up substantially in 
the rankings from number 16 in 2018 and number 
18 in 2017.

It was the acquisition of the rare disease specialist 
Shire that powered Takeda into the top 10. 
The change represents strong growth for the 
Japanese pharma, which generated $18.43bn in 
pharmaceutical revenues in 2018 but completed 
the $61bn acquisition of Shire in January 2019. 
The acquisition greatly expanded Takeda’s 
portfolio and pipeline, with a focus on oncology, 
rare disease, gastroenterology and neuroscience.  
(Also see “Takeda: 12 NMEs Poised To Launch In 
Five Years, And Deliver $10 Bn In Peak Sales” - 
Scrip, 19 Nov, 2019.)

Mega-mergers are the surest way to scale, and 
the Takeda/Shire merger was followed by other 
deals that will change the Scrip 100 rankings even 
more in the future. The most recent Scrip 100 
rankings are based on drug manufacturers’ 2019 

pharmaceutical revenues, so they do not reflect 
deals and acquisitions that have closed more 
recently. However, the mega-mergers of Bristol 
Myers Squibb Company/Celgene Corporation and 
AbbVie Inc./Allergan AG will have a substantial 
impact on the rankings in 2021 and showcase how 
important M&A is in driving industry growth.

BMS completed the acquisition of Celgene in 
November 2019 and so Celgene is included in 
the current rankings based on nine months 
of revenues, while the BMS revenues include 
about one month of Celgene sales. (Also see 
“With Celgene Acquisition Closed, Bristol Faces 
Major Milestones” - Scrip, 21 Nov, 2019.) AbbVie 
completed the merger of Allergan in May 2020, 
so the company is included independently for 
the full year in the latest Scrip 100.  (Also see 
“FTC Narrowly Okays AbbVie/Allergan Merger 
As Dissenter Slams Divestitures To AstraZeneca, 
Nestlé” - Pink Sheet, 6 May, 2020.)

The rankings also reflect the playing field in the 
times before COVID-19, which emerged as a global 
threat in Spring 2020 and continues to impact the 
pharmaceutical industry in several ways – from 
lockdowns affecting prescribing practices and 
clinical trials to creating a spotlight as biopharma 
steps up to develop treatments and vaccines. 
COVID-19 has been a bigger hit to some drug 
makers than others, based on their portfolio 
of drugs and how they are administered, but 
generally industry has shown resilience during 
the pandemic. The increased spotlight on pharma 
could also be a bigger benefit if the industry is 
able to showcase its R&D engines as a public 
health benefit.
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A Long Road To Getting Smaller
Another big change ahead for the industry will 
be Pfizer Inc.’s drop in the Scrip 100 rankings. 
While the firm has been a longtime leader and is 
at the top of this year’s board, Pfizer is following 
through on a long-considered move to slim down. 
The company’s spinout of its Upjohn established 
products business to merge with Mylan into a new 
company called Viatris closed in mid-November 
2020. For Pfizer, it means shaving off a significant 
portion of its business and trying to become a 
more focused, innovative firm – the culmination 
of years of back and forth as it considered 
splitting up its bulk. Viatris hopes to realize $1bn 
in cost synergies through the merger, but it is not 
expected to be a near-term growth story. Some 
analysts do not expect Viatris to generate top-
line growth until 2023.  (Also see “Mylan Reveals 
First Steps For Viatris As Key Date Approaches” - 
Generics Bulletin, 9 Nov, 2020.)

Meanwhile, Pfizer’s trimmer biopharma business 
is expected to post 2020 revenues of $40.8bn-
$42.4bn compared to the full 2020 business 
forecast of $48.8bn-$49.5bn, so the company 

is poised to fall in our rankings. Thus the 2019 
rankings are likely the end of Pfizer’s reign as 
the number one pharmaceutical company in the 
world, with pharma revenues of $49.65bn.

But Pfizer is also expected to get a substantial and 
unexpected boost from being the frontrunner in 
the race to bring a COVID-19 vaccine to market. 
The vaccine – which it and partner BioNTech SE 
are developing without government support – is 
not likely to have a big impact financially in 2020, 
although could be a near-term blockbuster in 
2021.

Roche Holding AG supplanted Novartis AG as 
the number two pharma company, with 2019 
pharmaceutical revenues of $48.82bn, powered 
by strong sales of newer products like Ocrevus 
(ocrelizumab) and Hemlibra (emicizumab). 
Biosimilar competition to some of Roche’s biggest 
selling products like Avastin (bevacizumab), 
Herceptin (trastazumab) and Rituxan (rituximab) 
is taking a toll in 2020, however. During Roche’s 
third quarter financial update, the company 
acknowledged the hit to revenues in 2020 will be 

Scrip 100 - The Top 10
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more than originally anticipated, about CHF5bn 
($5.5bn).

AstraZeneca PLC is another company that 
experienced substantial growth, increasing to 
number 11 in the top pharmaceutical company 
rankings, fueled by 12% product sales growth in 
2019, led by strong sales of its oncology brands 
including Tagrisso (osimertinib). AstraZeneca 
jumped three spots in the ranking, having placed 
number 14 last time.

Meanwhile Amgen, Inc., Gilead Sciences, Inc., 
Eli Lilly and Company and Teva Pharmaceutical 
Industries Ltd. all dropped in the rankings due to 
slower growth. Teva fell the most substantially 
to number 16 in the Scrip 100 from number 12 
the previous year, as the company’s revenues 
declined 8% to $16.89bn, largely due to generic 
competition to Copaxone (glatiramer). Teva has 
been working on a massive turnaround strategy 
since 2017, but is yet to return to top-line growth. 
The company had been hoping 2020 could be the 
year but it has continued to be challenging for 
Teva due to impacts from COVID-19 and ongoing 
legal pressure around opioid liability.  (Also see 
“Teva Sees Continued Legal Overhang As Q3 Sales 
Miss Mark” - Scrip, 6 Nov, 2020.)

Gilead has been on a slow decline, ranking at 
number 13 this year, down from 11 in 2018 
and nine in 2017, as its hepatitis C and HIV 
antiviral franchises have matured. Growth was 

lackluster in 2019 despite the promise of new 
leadership from CEO Daniel O’Day. In 2020, Gilead 
saw at least a short-term boost from Veklury 
(remdesivir). As one of the first treatments to 
market for COVID-19, Veklury has generated a lot 
of attention, despite being approved with limited 
data. It generated $873m in sales in the third 
quarter, proving it will be a blockbuster seller for 
Gilead, though it might be short-lived now that 
further antibody treatments have reached the 
market and vaccines appear poised for success.

Gilead also has spent the year bulking up its 
oncology pipeline with acquisitions like Forty-
Seven for $4.9bn and Immunomedics for $21bn, 
which gave the company a near-term growth 
driver Trodelvy (sacituzumab govitecan), an 
antibody drug conjugate.

Amgen fell to number 12 from number nine as 
revenues in 2019 decreased, driven by ongoing 
biosimilar competition to some of its core older 
brands, though the company appears on track to 
generate stronger growth in 2020.

The top 20 players remained fairly stable in 
2019, but even without the COVID-19 pandemic 
upending the industry, more changes are on the 
way. The M&A dust is starting to settle from the 
most recent set of mega-mergers and companies 
are looking to convince investors of their long-
term strategies, as well as snapping up bolt-on 
acquisitions to keep them on track.
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Pandemic Spotlights Tensions Between Profit And 
Philanthropy
Competition Remains Amid Industry’s Remarkable Efforts to Fight COVID-19

Executive Summary
The COVID-19 pandemic has triggered 
extraordinary levels of collaboration. But 
competition remains, and many newly created 
coalitions have yet to be stress tested.

 

The quest for vaccines and therapeutics against 
COVID-19 has driven together institutions, 
companies, countries and scientific communities. 
Rivals have become partners and R&D timelines 
have shrunk: just 10 months following the 
publication of the viral gene-sequence for SARS-
CoV-2, 11 vaccine candidates had started Phase 
III trials. By mid November 2020, highly promising 
efficacy results had emerged from two of those 
vaccines, including a vaccine candidate from 
partners Pfizer Inc. and BioNTech SE.

Data-sharing has expanded, between and among 
companies and academic institutions, and 
efforts have grown to integrate disparate data 
sources, including new kinds of real-world data. 
Regulators have bent over backwards to usher 
through early treatments and support flexible 
trial designs. Dozens of wealthy nations have 

pooled resources – and R&D risk – into COVAX, 
a vaccine procurement exercise designed to 
secure equitable access to a successful vaccine for 
nations, rich and poor. Pharmaceutical firms are 
working together, with some – like AstraZeneca 
PLC and Johnson & Johnson – promising to put 
profit aside and provide an eventual vaccine “at-
cost” during the pandemic.

With effective COVID-19 vaccines still at large, 
however, these newly created coalitions have yet 
to be fully stress tested.

Competition and commercial instincts remain, 
even if they sit more awkwardly than normal 
alongside the need to save lives. Drug makers are 
racing each other, as well as the virus itself, to 
find and produce vaccines and therapies. As data 
emerges from one vaccine or therapy contender, 
analysts adjust their sales forecasts for another. 
Pumped-up biopharma valuations are driving 
frenzied deal-making: in the year to October 27, 
alliances, acquisitions, financings and IPOs have 
significantly topped the same period in 2019, 
according to data from Biomedtracker (see Exhibit 
1).
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Several countries – most prominently, the US and 
China – are still engaged in “vaccine nationalism,” 
notwithstanding growing momentum behind 
COVAX, and solidarity among key European 
Union countries (see Sidebar 1). Four of the 10 
most advanced vaccine candidates are Chinese; 
three others each include a US-, Japan- and 
UK-headquartered big pharma. “There’s a 
nationalistic, bunkered [approach] on the one 
hand, but unprecedented collaboration on the 
other,” summarized Michelle McMurry-Heath, 
president and CEO of the US Biotechnology 
Innovation Organization, speaking at the BIA’s Life 
Sciences Leadership Summit in June 2020.

Competition is not a bad thing: the fight for 
funding, for markets and for recognition created 
most of the scientific foundations underpinning 

this rapid, remarkable response. But as COVID-19 
continues to rage across the world – causing 
over 1.2 million deaths and an $11tr hit to global 
output for 2020-2021 alone – finding the right 
balance between collaboration and competition 
will be crucial. It will matter not only for tackling 
this global disease, but also in ensuring some 
positive legacies from this crisis.

Shaky Start
This collective response to COVID-19 did not fall 
into place all at once. It emerged as it became 
evident that even the world’s richest nations were 
woefully under-prepared for a pandemic. Despite 
warnings from experts and notwithstanding 
previous, more localized outbreaks such as MERS 
in 2012 and SARS in 2002, few governments had 
the required resources and expertise to hand. 

Exhibit 1. What Crisis? Deal-Making Surges

Source: Biomedtracker
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The US Centers for Disease Control had lost its 
pandemic preparedness team in 2018. Most 
major multi-national pharmaceutical firms had 
shut down anti-infectives R&D due to unattractive 
market dynamics.

Sidebar 1: COVAX

COVAX is the vaccine arm of the Access to 
COVID-19 tools Accelerator launched in April 
2020, with backing from GAVI, CEPI, WHO, 
The Gates Foundation, Wellcome and the 
World Bank, among others. This collective 
vaccine purchasing agreement includes 184 
country-signatories, of which 79 are higher 
income nations. The US is notably absent 
from COVAX, though China signed up in 
October.

All signatory countries are promised 
doses of whichever of the nine supported 
vaccine candidates in clinical development 
eventually succeed. Each nation will 
receive supplies for between 10-50% of 
their populations, depending on their 
contribution. The vaccine candidates span 
several modalities (mRNA, DNA, adenoviral-
based, sub-unit proteins) to hedge risk.

Organizations set up to deal with major public 
health crises lacked funding and support. As the 
virus hit the US, the World Health Organisation 
found itself in President’s Trump’s firing line 
for having allegedly covered up the early days 
of the virus’ spread in and around China. WHO 
remains a political battleground: the US, WHO’s 
largest funder, left the organization in July, though 
President-elect Joe Biden says he’ll maintain 
membership.

CEPI, set up in 2017 to avoid a repeat of the 
disastrously dis-jointed response to the Ebola 
outbreak in Western Africa in 2014/2015, was also 
stretched too thin. Reliant on government and 
philanthropic money, CEPI is charged with funding 
research into (known) priority pathogens and 
supporting technologies that can enable a rapid 
response to a putative (now real) ‘disease X.’ But 
CEPI was still growing, and “not quite ready to deal 
with something of this scale,” according to Thomas 
Evans, currently chief scientific officer at UK-based 
Vaccitech, who previously ran Aeras, a non-profit 
organization set up to develop tuberculosis 
vaccines (now part of the International AIDS 
Vaccine Initiative.)

Industry Under The Spotlight
Despite these limitations, CEPI moved fast to 
jump-start financing for several vaccine programs 
in the first couple of months of the outbreak. After 
that, it was the multi-national pharma firms which 
transcended borders, and politics. Many stepped 
up, without any guarantee of profit.

It was clear early on that almost all the capabilities 
required to deal with the pandemic – drug and 
vaccine research, development, scale-up and 
manufacturing, plus diagnostics and protective 
equipment – resided within industry. “We knew we 
couldn’t make headway … unless industry really 
played ball, in a way that they haven’t always,” said 
Trevor Mundel, president, global health at the Bill 
& Melinda Gates Foundation, which has played a 
pivotal role in driving partnerships to help ensure 
global, equitable solution to this global crisis. 
The 500-strong global COVID-19 treatment and 
vaccine pipeline also includes an astonishing array 
of universities and research institutes, many in 
multi-way partnerships. But industry is critical for 
later-stage development and manufacturing in 
particular; Pfizer has also set up distribution for 
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its vaccine in the US. The scale of the crisis means 
that even they have had to engage in unusual tie-
ups (see Sidebar 2).

Sidebar 2: Rivals Join Forces To Expand 
Therapy Production

Rivals are collaborating to manufacture 
and distribute COVID-19 therapies. Pfizer 
in August 2020 agreed to help manufacture 
supplies Gilead Sciences’s remdesivir, 
even though the big pharma has its own 
anti-viral research efforts, plus a leading 
vaccine candidate. Amgen is providing Eli 
Lilly & Co. with additional manufacturing 
capacity for Lilly’s antibody-based therapies, 
one of which received FDA Emergency 
Use Authorization for mild-to-moderate 
COVID-19 in mid-November. Roche has 
similarly agreed to help Regeneron with its 
potential antibody-duo.

The tie-ups are not charitable. Roche, 
effectively a development partner, will 
handle ex-US regulatory and distribution of 
any potential therapy. And the two-by-two 
arrangements were a next-best scenario, 
after initial discussions broke down among 
a much larger group of developers and 
manufacturers, according to someone close 
to the talks.

This crisis has gifted the pharmaceutical industry 
a unique opportunity to re-set its reputation. 
Putting near-term financial profit aside to ‘save 
the world’ may ultimately reap rewards – in 
policy and investment – that extend well beyond 
this pandemic. Already, several companies 
are enjoying government-funded, accelerated 
testing and potential validation of their platform 

technologies. The entire industry stands to benefit 
from the multi-lateral efforts to improve clinical 
trial coordination, regulatory flexibility, and data-
sharing.

Bigger, Faster, Better Co-Ordinated Trials
In March, it became clear that running dozens 
of smaller, regional trials of potential COVID-19 
therapies was not going to suffice against a virus 
spreading rapidly across the globe. Two far larger 
studies of readily available, re-purposed drugs got 
underway – one in the UK, and the other global.

The UK’s University of Oxford began the world’s 
largest randomized clinical trial (RCT) for COVID-19 
treatments, RECOVERY, involving all of the 
country’s major hospitals. The study, which has 
now recruited over 16,000 patients, began with 
six treatment arms, and the option to add others 
as evidence of promising treatments emerged 
(aspirin is the most recent addition).

RECOVERY delivered its first policy-changing 
results within three months: hydroxychloroquine, 
an anti-malarial drug, does not help; the steroid 
dexamethasone does. Key to the trial’s speed and 
success were the NHS-linked hospital network, 
plus simple inclusion criteria, minimal red-tape 
and easy-to-use web-based data entry forms to 
streamline recruitment.

WHO’s SOLIDARITY trial recruited 12,000 patients 
across 30 countries. Six months later, it, too, 
concluded that hydroxychloroquine did not 
impact 28-day mortality, the need to ventilate, 
or length of hospital stay. And neither, it found, 
did anti-viral duo lopinavir/ritonavir, interferon 
beta-1a, or Gilead’s remdesivir (though Gilead’s 
own trials showed sufficient benefit, in terms of 
reduced hospital stay, to gain emergency use and 
then full authorization).
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UK clinicians hope that RECOVERY may provide 
a template for studying other treatments for 
life-threatening, wide-spread conditions. And 
SOLIDARITY “shows that large, international trials 
are possible … and may “quickly and reliably 
answer critical public health questions … even 
during a pandemic,” said WHO in a statement.

As more candidate therapies and vaccines entered 
development across the world, including novel 
and patented ones, there was an urgent need 
to prioritize them, wherever they came from. 
Trial protocols required harmonization and 
streamlining, relevant biomarkers needed to be 
agreed and approved, and clinical trial network 
capacity inventoried.

This drove the creation, in April, of Accelerating 
COVID-19 Therapeutic Interventions and Vaccines 
(ACTIV), a private-public partnership led by the 
US National Institutes of Health. It combines 20 
biopharma firms, BARDA, CDC and, critically, the 
US and European regulators. Working groups are 
focused on preclinical as well as clinical and trial 
capacity needs. “I have never worked so fast with 
regulatory agencies as we are now,” said Paul 
Stoffels, CSO at Johnson & Johnson, speaking at 
BIO-Europe Digital in October. He added that the 
company’s own vaccine candidate took just 10 
days from Phase II data to starting Phase III trials. 
The regulators review data as it emerges, working 
out of hours to accelerate development.

Such resource-mobilization cannot happen 
for every product, in normal times. But the 
experience “trains us on how to work together” in 
future urgent situations, said Stoffels. It “brings us 
all to the next step, faster.”

The academic research community is following 
a similar philosophy. Cross border collaboration 
– always there – has now become “faster and 

more urgent,” said Justin Stebbing, professor of 
cancer medicine and oncology at Imperial College 
London. And it is happening among a wider range 
of disciplines. Stebbing is first author, with over 
50 other authors from 30 institutions across 
Europe, Asia and North America, on a new paper 
setting out how baricitinib, a rheumatoid arthritis 
treatment sold by Eli Lilly as Olumiant, may help 
patients with severe COVID-19.

Baricitinib, an oral Janus kinase (JAK1/2) inhibitor, 
was first identified as a promising candidate 
using AI technology developed by UK-based 
BenevolentAI Limited. It was predicted to have 
both anti-viral and anti-inflammatory activity, plus 
helpful pharmacokinetic properties setting it apart 
from others in the class. The paper, published in 
Science Advances, provides both laboratory in 
vitro and clinical evidence supporting this original 
computer-powered hypothesis. It draws on RNA-
sequencing, organoid work, super-resolution 
microscopy, molecular biology, bioinformatics 
and clinical studies across countries, assembling 
geriatricians, rheumatologists, oncologists, 
virologists, pneumologists and more. “Walls 
are coming down,” said Stebbing, who has co-
authored over 20 COVID-19-related papers this 
year. Baricitinib went from computer to Phase 
III clinical trials in months; Lilly’s own global 
RCT began in June. The compound is also being 
studied in other investigator-led trials.

The pandemic is also pulling down walls between 
different health data sources– many of which 
remain fragmented, incompatible and inaccessible 
(see Sidebar 3).

Building Tension
In a joint communique issued by the Gates 
Foundation on September 30, 16 pharma CEOs 
re-iterated their commitment to speedy R&D of 
COVID-19 solutions and to ensuring affordability 
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for lower- and middle-income countries. They 
also advocated for equitable distribution of future 
solutions and maintaining public confidence.

Sidebar 3: Unlocking Data Sources

The International COVID-19 Data Research 
Alliance and Data Analysis Workbench aims 
to assemble and unlock Covid-19 relevant 
clinical trial, biomedical and health research 
data for researchers across the globe, in 
a bid to accelerate treatment R&D. Some 
companies agreed to provide summary trial 
data to the Data Alliance, which is being run 
by Health Data Research UK.

The value of new kinds of “real-world” 
data in managing health has also become 
even clearer. Smartphone-collected data 
has been crucial in tracking population 
movements and enabling contact tracing. 
In the UK, digital health company Huma 
partnered with the NHS to trial a Covid-19 
remote monitoring solution that advises 
self-isolating patients on appropriate care.

Such data may also help predict infection: 
in a study published in Nature Medicine 
in May, a crowd-sourced app collecting 
reported symptom data determined that 
loss of smell and taste were strongly 
predictive of C-19 infection.

There are already cracks in the show of solidarity, 
though. Signatory Gilead was first into the 
pricing spotlight when its anti-viral remdesivir 
(Veklury) won full FDA approval in October 2020. 
After giving away the first 1.5 million doses, the 
company began to charge $2,340 per 5-day course 
of the drug, shown to reduce hospital stay length. 

The upshot: $873m in the third quarter – a “very 
good return on investment,” according to CEO 
Daniel O’Day, speaking on an earnings call. Pfizer 
has not pledged to shun profits, either. And its 
CEO sold millions of dollars’ worth of shares on 
the day the company’s positive vaccine data was 
released – not a good look for an industry seeking 
to clear up its image.

ROI is allowed, even if it looks a little ugly in 
today’s context. Gilead deserves credit for its 
speedy development: having failed in RSV, 
HCV and Ebola, remdesivir was dusted off and 
approved in months. But some question Gilead’s 
defense of its own (positive) trial results in the 
face of SOLIDARITY’s negative data, and its plans 
for line-extensions. If SOLIDARITY had read out 
before Gilead’s own studies, “remdesivir would 
have been toast,” said one senior clinician working 
on COVID-19 therapies.

As the pandemic and the treatment pipeline 
evolve, two things are becoming clear. The first is 
that we are in it for the long-haul. The second is 
that there will be no single magic-bullet therapy 
or vaccine. There will more likely be several, 
progressively better, medical solutions. The 
frontrunner vaccine candidates look unlikely 
to reach beyond rich nations, given pricing and 
requirements for deep-freeze storage.

A long-term, evolving market need with room 
for multiple solutions should work in industry’s 
favor – even as market forces displace earlier, 
less effective therapies, or vaccines that are 
trickier to distribute or administer. But these 
dynamics also create further tension between 
philanthropy and profit. Manufacturers pledging 
to provide solutions “at cost” “for the duration of 
the pandemic” will have to define and defend both 
those terms. Few companies have been willing 
to commit to a WHO-defined pandemic timeline, 
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according to Mundel; some talk about the end of 
2021.

Pharma’s costs are notoriously opaque, 
complicated by the cost of failed R&D projects. 
Manufacturing is typically only about 10%. Lilly 
CEO Dave Ricks is limiting his company to only a 
“modest” financial return on the emergency-use-
authorized bamlanivimab, but even that risks 
sounding slippery in an industry accustomed to 
70-80% margins. “We need transparent, open 
negotiations [on pricing], which taxpayers and 
everyone else can see,” argued David Mitchell, 
founder of Patients for Affordable Drugs.

Transparency is still lacking. Most contracts 
between industry and governments remain 
opaque. The leading vaccine contenders only 
published trial protocols under pressure to do so.

COVID-19 will not eliminate these long-standing 
tensions in industry’s relationship with society. But 
its spotlight may help reduce them. This pandemic 
has drawn out new ways of working and of 
collaborating that will not be forgotten. Whether 
or not an effective vaccine emerges, “something 
very impressive is being achieved,” said Gates’ 
Mundel. 
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Rebuilding Reputations: COVID-19 Presents A Big 
Responsibility And Opportunity

Executive Summary
The global COVID-19 crisis has presented a 
chance for industry to improve its reputation by 
highlighting the value of its R&D engines. Pharma 
executives and observers outline why they are 
optimistic about a chance to regain public trust.

 

The pharmaceutical industry has found itself in a 
place few could have imagined at the start of 2020 
– fulfilling the role of scientist hero, trying to end 
a global pandemic. The industry now hopes that if 
it is indeed successful at helping to end the global 
health crisis caused by COVID-19 through the 
development of treatments and vaccines, it will 
offset some of the bad press that has built over 
decades.

The rare chance for pharma to reset its reputation 
in the eyes of the public with the whole world 
watching has been on the minds of industry 
leaders as they navigate the unexpected and 
precarious path COVID-19 has taken. 

Novartis AG CEO Vas Narasimhan called it a 
“remarkable, perhaps once-in-a generation 
opportunity” back in April during the company’s 
first quarter earnings call. In interviews, many 
industry leaders and outside observers said they 
were cautiously optimistic that the industry’s 
response to COVID-19 could create an inflection 
point in its interactions with the public. And 
they said industry’s effort was motivated mostly 
by a genuine desire to end the pandemic – not 
commercial opportunity.

“Most of us got into this field because we were 

excited about the opportunity to make an impact 
on human health, and there are lots of other 
professions we could have chosen,” Roche Holding 
AG CEO Bill Anderson said. “When something like 
this comes along, I have to say, I think people put 
away the calculators and think about ‘Hey, what 
does our company want to be known for?’”

Industry’s reputation problem has been earned 
over decades. In the 1980s, the fraud and 
corruption of the generic drug scandal cast a 
pall over the industry and while pharma came 
up with antiretroviral therapies for HIV/AIDS, it 
came under fire for how those drugs were priced. 
The blockbuster era of the 1990s that introduced 
drugs like Bristol Myers Squibb Company’s Plavix, 
Merck & Co., Inc.’s Zocor and Pfizer Inc.’s Lipitor 
and Viagra had a massive impact on primary care, 
but the decade also came to be known for me-too 
drugs, pharma greed and marketing might that 
long impacted public perception of the industry. 
The 21st Century so far has been marked by 
major scientific advancement, but the high cost 
of drugs – and particularly a longstanding pattern 
of double-digit price increases – has left a lasting 
impression (see timeline).

Changing the public dialogue around 
pharmaceuticals from prices and copays to 
science and innovation has been a top priority for 
the industry for several years now. But a safe and 
efficacious vaccine for COVID-19 could do what no 
Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of 
America (PhRMA) Go Boldly advertising campaign 
could ever do on such a large scale – renew faith 
in maintaining a well-funded industry that can 
deliver valuable medicines in a crisis.
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Some early studies have shown the public 
perception of the industry has improved, like 
the FutureBrand Index 2020 survey and study 
conducted in April and May – which showed 
health care companies gaining on perception and 
goodwill.

“I think trust is the foundation stone of the 
enterprise,” Amgen, Inc. senior VP-global 
development Elliott Levy said. “For the 
biopharmaceutical industry, it is absolutely critical 
for the public to be able to trust in the quality, 
the safety and the efficacy of our medicines, and 
I think it is also critically important for them to 
believe that the sector as a whole offers benefit 
to the society. That is what ultimately justifies our 
patents, our pricing freedom, our competitive 
model. It is ultimately the belief that society 
benefits from all of that.”

But winning over the court of public opinion for 
the long-term will not be easy and any positive 
uptick for the industry will have to be considered 
as one step on a longer recovery route. It 
will mean establishing trust with the public, 
sidestepping politics, being absolutely transparent 
about the safety and efficacy of new products, and 
not appearing greedy or cavalier when it comes 
to selling them. In other words, it will require not 
messing this chance up. 

Some outside industry observers think it may 
already be too little too late. Peter Bach, the 
director of Memorial Sloan Kettering’s Center 
for Health Policy and Outcomes and a frequent 
industry antagonist, said the public’s concerns 
were too deeply seated to turnaround because 
of COVID-19. “There are a couple of things 
that I think will prevent this from being a 
transformational moment for the industry,” he 
said. “This horrendous reputation has been hard-
earned by the industry for years and years, and it 

cuts across a bunch of dimensions.”

A Good Rep Has Its Benefits
There has never been a chance quite like 
COVID-19 for the industry to show off the power 
of its long-term investments over decades – in 
science, human capital, manufacturing and supply 
chain expertise. Industry hopes now to remind the 
public why those investments are valuable and 
that they may need to be deployed again in the 
future.

“It’s the culmination of years and years of 
investment by so many across our industry,” said 
Sanofi’s Adam Gluck, who leads the company’s 
external communications, including public 
affairs, patient advocacy and government affairs. 
“It speaks to the importance of maintaining, to 
continue to invest in science because you don’t 
know what is going to come next, you don’t know 
when it is going to come next.”

PhRMA believes that reminder could even be 
helpful on Capitol Hill, where the debate over high 
drug prices in the US is being waged and various 
policy proposals are under consideration that 
would be negative for the industry. “I hope that 
through this process people have an appreciation 
for the fact that it isn’t a given that companies 
can come forward and do this kind of work, but 
it really is dependent on the system that we have 
in place in the US today and it is a fragile system,” 
PhRMA chief operating officer Lori Reilly said.

“The fact that we have a policy dynamic in place 
in the US that allows companies to go at risk, to 
take the kinds of necessary risks in the case of the 
global pandemic or multitude of other conditions, 
depends upon the ability to have a public policy 
environment that incentivizes innovation and 
entrepreneurship and risk taking,” she said.
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The industry is arguing that now is not the time 
to distract drug makers from the acute challenge 
at hand – ending the global pandemic. Industry 
would especially like to diminish political support 
for some of the harsher drug pricing policies that 
have been floated – like President Trump’s “most-
favored-nation” order, which would limit the 
amount Medicare pays for Part B and Part D drugs 
based on global benchmarks. (Also see “Trump’s 
Executive Order Limiting Medicare Drug Payments 
Faces Hurdles” - Pink Sheet, 14 Sep, 2020.)

Trump has not entirely gotten industry’s message, 
releasing four executive orders on drug pricing in 
July 2020 and a regulation almost on the eve of 
the November election. Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla 
spoke out against the exec orders during the 
company’s second quarter earnings call in July, 
arguing, “They pose enormous distraction at a 
time where the industry needs to be completely 
focused on developing a potential COVID-19 
vaccine or treatment.”

House Democrats also convened a drug pricing 
hearing in September 2020 and called in several 
drug company CEOs to testify, but the hearing did 
not make big headlines, and several Republican 
members used pharma’s COVID-19 response 
as an opportunity to show appreciation for the 
industry.

Some pharma outsiders think an improved 
reputation could help manufacturers beat back 
policy changes in Washington, DC, even if it is 
not necessarily a significant long-term boost. “An 
enhanced brand and reputation will have broader 
public relations benefit, and at a minimum reduce 
some of the distractions from management of 
having to battle back against political shots by 
politicians,” PwC pharmaceutical and life science 
advisory leader Greg Rotz said. “When you are 
an easy target you have to spend more time 

defending yourself.”

Looking Beyond Policy
Outside of policy momentum, there are other 
benefits a good reputation could deliver to 
pharma, like recruiting top talent and clinical trial 
awareness that could benefit trial recruitment and 
diversity.

Roche’s Anderson said he was hopeful that 
widespread exposure to clinical trials and drug 
development would be positive for clinical trial 
participation among the public, including minority 
populations – where the industry recognizes 
it has even more work to do to rebuild trust. 
“Clinical trials and recruitment, all of that kind of 
thing, now that has gone mainstream. It’s on the 
front page of USA Today, so it’s possibly a unique 
opportunity to highlight to people the important 
role that clinical trials play,” he said.

A better reputation could also help recruit more 
talent to the industry. As PwC’s Rotz said, “Highly 
specialized talent in data analytics have multiple 
choices on what they can do in their careers and 
it is more attractive to work for an industry that is 
held in high regard,” he said.

Caution Ahead
It appears increasingly likely the industry will be 
able to bring to market novel treatments and 
vaccines for COVID-19 beyond the initial rounds 
of treatments like Gilead Sciences, Inc.’s Veklury 
(remdesivir). Eli Lilly and Company and Regeneron 
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. have both filed emergency 
use authorizations (EUAs) for antibodies to treat 
COVID-19. Regeneron’s antibody cocktail has had 
a particularly high profile after it was given to 
President Trump when he was diagnosed with 
COVID.

On the vaccines front, Pfizer, Moderna, Inc., 
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AstraZeneca PLC and Johnson & Johnson are all 
in Phase III clinical trials. It is an exciting time but 
one with perils too – for example, if the efficacy 
disappoints or the safety becomes an issue.

“I think it offers a tremendous opportunity, and 
with every opportunity comes a risk because 
the public has a certain view of what a fantastic 
outcome would be whether it’s a vaccine or a 
treatment,” cautioned Steven Pearson, president 
of the Institute for Clinical and Economic Review 
(ICER), a non-profit drug pricing watchdog.

As has been the case with Gilead’s antiviral 
Veklury, early promise has not necessarily 
delivered the long-term efficacy data some were 

hoping for, though the drug is already on track 
to become a fast blockbuster. Veklury was first 
approved under an EUA in May based on limited 
data that it could shorten hospitalizations. 
However, a large-scale open-label study by the 
World Health Organization of repurposed drugs 
for COVID-19 found remdesivir did not improve 
survival, raising more questions about its value.
There are no guarantees the new products 
being developed for COVID-19 will be safe and 
efficacious across the board, and there are plenty 
of other risks for the industry ahead – including 
negative perceptions that could materialize 
longer-term around the cost of vaccines or 
treatments, product safety or politics.
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The COVID-19 Economic Crisis – Fallout And Opportunities

Executive Summary
In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic and 
the ensuing economic fallout, pharmaceutical 
companies could face a range of measures 
designed to cut government spending on 
medicines. From relaxing intellectual property 
rights to delaying reimbursement, In Vivo 
examines what might be in store for industry.

 

The global economic crisis triggered by the 
COVID-19 pandemic will undoubtedly put 
pressure on public spending and health care 
budgets.

The situation for many brings to mind the 2008 
debt crisis and the slew of resulting European 
government austerity measures affecting 
biopharma, including price cuts, increased 
reference pricing, reimbursement controls, 
introduction of rebates and increased tendering. 
Whether European governments will respond 
with the same “blunt instruments” aimed at 
cutting drug budgets remains to be seen. The 
pharmaceutical industry’s key role in developing 
COVID-19 products and in turn helping drive 
economic recovery may mean that cost-saving 
measures will be neither as immediate nor as 
harsh as they might have been otherwise.

Industry experts pointed both to interest in 
safeguarding R&D budgets, at least for now, 
and to what many see as pharma’s improved 
reputation as factors influencing policymakers. 
At the same time, the pandemic may accelerate 
more fundamental changes in the health care 
delivery system that could eventually provide new 
opportunities for companies to show the value of 
their products.

Stephen Majors, director of public affairs at the 
Alliance for Regenerative Medicine, said the two 
economic crises are difficult to compare but in the 
pandemic “it has become increasingly clear that 
the rapid response of the biotechnology industry 
to create effective vaccines represents the best 
prospect for returning to economic growth.”

The industry has demonstrated its value in 
bringing innovation by creating potential new 
vaccines and by repurposing older products, 
according to Alan Crowther, general manager of 
global pricing and access at the consultancy firm 
Eversana. “I don’t think the public think this is a 
one-time event, they see this as an ongoing risk 
and recognize the value of the industry more, 
and that’s an absolute positive for the industry,” 
Crowther said.

Companies have enjoyed a “status as a key 
political interlocutor” during the crisis, said 
Yannis Natsis, policy manager for universal 
access and affordable medicines at the European 
Public Health Alliance. As such, he believes 
that governments will initially step back from 
very hostile or harsh measures while they face 
uncertainty due to the pandemic.

Natsis, who also sits on the European Medicines 
Agency management board as a representative of 
patient organizations, said: “I think as long as the 
COVID-19 crisis persists, governments will think 
twice before challenging the industry.”

Nonetheless, Natsis believes that a little further 
ahead, attention will shift to drug pricing as 
pressure on health care spending increases and 
as companies introduce more expensive drugs to 
the market. The debate about excessive pricing 
that had paused during the pandemic would 
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reignite, he said, predicting that “the next insanely 
priced oncological product in the market” will 
move public opinion and turn decision makers 
against industry.

Michael Schröter, a founding partner at Swiss-
based asset management firm Viopas, predicts 
that there will be an eventual impact on pricing 
and further restrictive measures. Health care 
budgets have been allowed to rise to deal with 
the crisis, but the extra demand on systems will 
hit those budgets very hard, he believes. “The only 
way for health care systems to deal with that kind 
of disconnect is to further squeeze the budgets 
and they will pass that on to their suppliers in the 
health care industry.”

Impact And Measures
Natsis anticipates initiatives that will keep prices 
lower and limit expenditure, including rebates and 
claw backs. “To some extent this will feel like déjà 
vu,” he said. Several markets, including Spain, Italy, 
Greece and Portugal mandated several rounds of 
price cuts following the debt crisis of 2008.

However, this time round Natsis thinks there 
could be more flexibility for member states to 
choose cost-saving measures. With the last crisis, 
he pointed out, cuts in some markets such as 
Greece were heavily influenced by the Troika of 
the European Commission, The European Central 
Bank and the International Monetary Fund.

Crowther urged a long-term outlook when 
evaluating spending curbs. “Populist” measures 
such as weakened intellectual property rights 
and “blunt tools” like referencing pricing could 
do more harm than good by introducing long-
term impacts to a short-term budget strain 
and eventually damaging innovation, risking 
employment and reducing the ability to respond 
to future pandemics, he said.

More action was likely in those counties which 
suffered the biggest hit to GDP, Crowther noted. 
More significant measures in the reimbursement 
process are more likely in countries where 
budget impact is a bigger consideration, for 
example Spain, than in markets which conduct 
cost-effectiveness analysis, like the UK. These 
markets are likely to continue to approve product 
reimbursement under existing criteria.

Mechanisms that could be deployed include 
accelerated uptake of biosimilars and an increase 
in therapeutic class referencing, Crowther 
believes. He also expects that payers will delay 
reimbursement of some new therapies in an 
attempt to minimize budget impact. For example, 
products belonging to therapeutic groups where 
existing competitors are coming off patent may 
potentially be affected.

Companies could respond to these delays with 
more aggressive pricing policies to try and speed 
up price negotiations. “That’s a difficult decision 
because you are affecting the price over the 
full life cycle of the product once you do that,” 
Crowther noted.

Companies may face a trade-off between 
compensating for the lower price by trying to 
increase volume of sales and take share from 
competitors – assuming they have the evidence 
to support such a strategy. Alternatively, they 
could accept slower launch plans until economies 
recover fully, but recognize slower revenue growth 
over time as a result, if they want to maintain 
what they see as an appropriate price over the 
product life cycle.

Outcomes deals were also a possibility and could 
help payers defer costs further down the line to 
meet budget demands and help them see the 
value of the product, said Crowther.
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ARM’s Majors suggested that “innovative payment 
models will be attractive to governments and 
payers during a time of economic strain.” ARM 
members were willing to “put reimbursement 
at risk” through such payment models based 
on whether their products meet pre-defined 
milestones in patients, he said.

Such agreements have helped bring high-cost 
medicines to patients in certain markets for 
some time but are now starting to emerge in 
others where they have not traditionally been 
used. The German insurer GWQ, for example, 
in 2019 announced an outcomes based deal it 
struck with Novartis AG over its CAR-T therapy 
Kymriah (tisagenlecleucel). Earlier in 2020 the 
insurer announced a pay-for-performance deal 
for Avexis/Novartis’ gene therapy Zolgensma 
(onasemnogene abeparvovec), which it said would 
protect it from “financial risk if the therapy fails. 
It also signed a similar agreement with bluebird 
bio for its gene therapy Zynteglo (betibeglogene 
autotemcel).

Meanwhile, markets that use health economic 
analyses to make reimbursement decisions may 
revise their thresholds for what is acceptable. 
For example, cost per quality-adjusted-life-year 
thresholds in the UK could be revisited. Decision 
makers may also restrict patient populations, said 
Schröter.

Trends set in motion before the current pandemic 
could also be accelerated.

By way of example, Natsis predicts that there 
will likely be a revitalization of the cross-country 
collaborations that have been forged over the 
past five years to tackle high prices and access to 
medicines, including BeNeLuxA and the Valletta 
Group. Before the pandemic, governments in 
Europe started to realize they could leverage 

their combined strength in different ways to 
“address power and information asymmetries 
in the pharmaceutical system.” For example, 
collaborations have been engaged in joint 
pricing and reimbursement negotiations, health 
technology assessments and information sharing. 
However, the dynamic has shifted as countries 
respond to the pandemic, but that pressure could 
be renewed again, said Natsis.

Jaume Vidal, senior policy advisor at the NGO 
Health Action International, believes that 
governments now have an opportunity to 
introduce policies that maximize public spending 
as opposed simply to cutting costs, which risks 
disproportionately affect more vulnerable 
populations. Transparency in pricing was one area 
for action where momentum had already been 
building in Europe, Vidal said.

Research and development costs should be 
transparent in pricing, and industry must 
acknowledge the public contributions to the 
development of many of its products, the HAI 
advisor asserted. “It is unacceptable that pharma 
is getting subsidies to develop medicines and 
there are no accessibility clauses. We need to 
ensure public return on public investment,” he 
said.

Vidal is calling on industry to bring some 
new ideas to the table and for the European 
Commission to remind vaccine developers of the 
public money they receive when they agree to 
procurement deals.

Already European countries have been calling 
for more transparency. The Valletta Group, 
which comprises Ireland, Portugal, Spain, Italy, 
Malta, Cyprus, Greece, Slovenia, Croatia, and 
Romania, is pushing for initiatives on more 
transparency in pricing. Italy has introduced new 
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legislation increasing transparency requirements 
for companies during the pricing process, and 
insurers in Germany want reform that will see 
companies set out public contributions to R&D 
during pricing talks.

Another important tool for governments, 
said Vidal, was the World Trade Organization 
Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 
Rights (TRIPS) flexibilities, such as compulsory 
licensing to drive competition from generics and 
biosoimilars.

Vidal believes that measures to “restrain the 
abuse of Intellectual property rights” are coming 
to the fore. He pointed to a recent victory in 
the Dutch courts for an insurer that accused 
AstraZeneca PLC of evergreening an old patent 
for the company’s old antipsychotic, Seroquel 
(quetiapine).

Countries have also moved to alter their legal 
frameworks. On this point, Vidal noted that 
legislation introduced earlier this year in Germany 
authorized the health ministry to use existing 
measures that essentially annul a patent of an 
invention to be used in the public interest. Also, 
Hungary introduced a decree in May to facilitate 
compulsory licensing. “Some governments are 
already acting,” Vidal said.

The ongoing review of EU orphan drugs legislation 

also could shine a light on how attitudes to IP are 
evolving as the incentives system comes under 
scrutiny. While industry argues that incentives are 
essential for innovation, health advocates argue 
they are excessive and should be scaled back.

Cost Offset And Opportunities
According to Viopas’ Schröter,  the crisis will 
further drive health care systems to adapt and 
adopt at a more holistic approach to budgets 
which can often be very siloed within a system. 
Indeed, Schröter thinks that the crisis offers an 
opportunity to “catalyze a new and sustainable 
way of running a health care system that brings 
innovation to the market while allowing payers to 
safeguard their budgets.”

For example, companies that show how their 
product can help payers reduce overall costs 
in the system perhaps by displacing a more 
expensive therapy or by reducing hospital 
admission will be better off, he said. Roche’s 
hemophilia A treatment Hemlibra (emicizumab), 
for example, is reaching or exceeding sales 
forecasts because it reduces bleeds by 98% and 
helped cut overall costs of treatment by 50% in 
the US.

Meanwhile, companies with products that add 
costs to the system will be hit hardest, seeing 
reimbursement denied, or access substantially 
limited.
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